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It is a lot of fun to decorate and design your home. Some people like to change the place of the
furniture once in a while just to freshen up the look. Some will even go further and find themselves
painting the walls or even tearing down the old wallpaper. These things are personal and each one
of us has their own way of doing things. I myself like to move around the furniture but also do some
radical renovations at times because sometimes the state of your home is craving for some radical
action.

But what is common for all types of renovations is that you seek to create a home of your own
personal style. When choosing a fireplace, you should keep in mind your own style because at
UunisepÃ¤t you are not limited by options. Your style can be whatever between a voluptuous
classical style and a minimalistic dressed down style, but at UnnisepÃ¤t you will always find the
fireplace of your dreams. If you are more of a classical style person then you might go for fireplaces
such as Erkkeri Nostalgia or Harmonia, which represent refinement and a more elegant style. For
those who like clean lines, minimalism and maybe sleek and shiny materials, there are fireplace
collections called Design and Trendi. These two collections represent the 21st century design. So if
you like a dressed down and minimalistic fireplaces then check out Alppi Kaakeli (Design Collection)
and Kuura (Trendi Collection), a fireplace with a place for some firewood on the side.

Whichever style you go for you should definitely stay true to the style that you feel comfortable with.
For this reason UunisepÃ¤t has such a wide collection of different fireplaces. In addition to previously
mentioned collections, Design and Trendi, there are also few others worth seeing. And the best
thing is that once you have settled on few different options you can compare them directly on the
website. You can have the chosen fireplaces next to each other and have a closer look at their
technical characteristics, prices, stone and door options and so on. It is definitely convenient to have
all these tools at your hand!
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